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A. Background
In this era where the industry is growing and
trade competition between industries that produce
similar products is getting higher, there we agree with
the term " may the best wins " (only the best will
excel). One proof that a product is y an g the best in
the field is by the recognition of the community or
quality of a product or a particular service ( brand
recognition ), where recognition is not necessarily
show up alone, but must go through a process of hard
work from the stakeholders with a variety of strategies
they have accompanied evidence of the tangible
results that can be accepted and recognized by the
public.
These strategies include innovation in the
field of technology in creating an innovative product /
service , namely by creating products that have never
existed before including innovation in the form of
efforts to complement / refine existing products.
Innovation as a strategy for business is an intellectual
work is the intellectual property ( intellectual
property) 1 who not only need to be given a reward
na m un also protection. Pe protection for intellectual
property is inseparable from the efforts of the State to
ensure the protection of intellectual property rights
through legal means strong in the sense of "forcible
power" in civil and criminal sanctions against the
violation. Legal certainty that guarantees protection of
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intellectual property assets will stimulate industries to
continue to develop themselves through innovations
which will certainly enliven the local local industrial
market to compete with products from abroad.
Sne creation and innovation that comes from
the power of human thought within the
scope pe shelter of IPR these restrictions are strict
between a development of the technology or
copyrighted works are part of the
innovation previously exist, but are often used as a
pretext for an industry, which is the reason that the
product his property is the result of the development
of intellectual property that existed before.2 Common
problems that often occur have an impact on the
development of creative industries in the country, as
can be said to make something new is not got
pelindun g a n / award because it will be easily traced
or hijacked.
Industry (in the sense of corporate
actors) that often do not think about or do not care
about any further result of the cheating that in doing,
in which case it u very detrimental to the owner / real
IPR holders. If a duplicate, it has a good quality,
then this action will remain only a rearguard
on reputation or popularity of the previous product,
but if it works dup l IKASI it has a bad quality, even
up to harm the health or safety of humans, it can
destroy the reputation both from industries owned by
true IPR owners. As a result, the reputation of the
business and the confidence ( trust ) communities that
have been built with hard work over the years is
bad because of tort PIH ak-parties can not be
held responsible.
To avoid the foregoing, this is where the role
of IP Consultants plays in an industry's business flow
from the initial stage, from the planning of a product
to the launch of the product to the market. Given in an
industry therefore is not only a necessary creative
people that can only be required to find new ideas or
new things in terms of products, but also is absolutely
needed a good strategy to protect the entire assets of
the intellectual work in the form of the idea of a tau
innovation which is the key to a company's success.
It is a false perception when considering the
role of IPR Consultants as merely tools or means
for applying for registration of Intellectual Property or
their licenses. On the contrary, the role of IPR
Consultants is needed in the business flow of an
industry from the beginning, namely from the
planning stage of a product to the launch of the
product to the market. The existence of wrong
perceptions coupled with a lack of understanding as
well as awareness of business actors regarding
the protection of intellectual property rights makes
rampant acts of piracy as an illegal act, but the state
and interested parties cannot do much because their
intellectual property rights are not submitted the
protection.3
Today's technological developments have the
desire to reduce the role of the state and the demands
on professions that have the authorization to engage in
an operational, oversight including certain settlement
in an industry, as according to Robert Wisher Fisher &
William Ury, 4 cited
" Technology update is transforming the landscape
of disputing, which might be handled by Legal
Profession. Even more than in the past, 'conflict is
a growth industry' as consumers have problems
with products and services, commercial
transactions, citizens identity, business reputation
treatment, social networks, security governments,
patients encounter new health care choices and
everyone experiences imperfectly functioning
websites. The merger of the physical world with
the virtual world has brought with it a broad range
of novels, complex and valuable transactions and
relationships. It has also brought with it a need for
new dispute resolution and prevention processes.
B. Importance of IPR Consultant Professionals in
the Industrial Sector
The term profession in the Black's Law
Dictionary Second Pocket Edition states that
" Profession: a vocation requires advanced education
and training ".5 Whereas in the Webster New World
Dictionary, a profession is defined as a job or position
that requires advanced education or training and
involves intellectual expertise. Thus, the profession
can be interpreted freely as a permanent job in a
particular field based on special expertise performed
responsibly with the aim of earning income.6 Other
formulations regarding understanding of the
profession, as expressed by EY Kanter,7 A profession
is a designation or position in which a person who
bears it has special knowledge gained
through training or other experience, or is obtained
through both, so that the profession can guide or give
advice /advice or also serve others in their own fields.
Existence of IPR Consultants8 intended to
represent Pemoh o n, especially Creator /
Rightsholders, brand owner, creator, inventor,
designer or other stakeholders in order to get
protection and filing of registration in the field of IPR
to state that each field of IPR has the characteristics
and procedures mas i ng respectively . S hile IPR
Consultant is also expected to provide a range of
advice to the applicant IPR (as Clients within the
scope of the consultation), in connection with the
terms of the plea field of IPR.
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It is important to understand that the definition of
IPR Consultants9 as attorney is different from the
definition of legal counsel in accompanying /
representing clients in or out of court or acting for and
on behalf of clients in the context of seeking justice or
upholding their rights, meaning that the IPR
consultant as a special power of the Applicant to
submit a request for registration / management in the
field IPR. Globalization in almost all fields is
inevitable. In a disruptive era like now, change is so
fast happening across national borders. Traffic trade in
goods, for example, is now widely me ngandalkan
electronic transactions with intellectual property
infringement remains and could be larger,
as according Salvatore Caserta, cited
" One key societal institution that is likely to be
impacted by these developments is law and
relatedly, the legal profession. Law in practice
is understood as a profession, a method of
handling, soliciting and solving disputes, a tool
to achieve justice. In the other hand structure
in the hands of the power to protect their
interests and / or more simply, an instrument to
guide human behavior, is at its core an
intellectual endeavor of legal profession in
handling, storing, interpreting, and sharing
knowledge as well as information. Recent
advancements in digital technology are
precisely transforming the ways in which
information is created, stored, and
conveyed. More over, these developments are
making inroads into the meaning of physical
knowledge production, thus potentially
entering into the intellectual and human
aspects of law ”. 10
A patent agent in easel l an kan duties are
generally limited to the ad m inistrasi p ermohonan
and t idak intended for / as k u up on the enforcement
of rights or the defense of the rights of the Client
against the alleged violation of IPR , but also may
contribute to the transaction relating to the
commercialization of Intellectual Assets is very
vulnerable from disputes, this not only arises because
of consideration of violations of the provisions that
have been outlined in a contractual arrangement
( contractual arrangement ) for the activities of
commercializing Intellectual Assets but often due
to economic considerations, this generally takes
benefit beyond kewena n in- formed with disregard
kepetingan of the business partners of the contractual
party or abuse to pentinga excellent third party
berkep entingan on the commercialization of a set of
Intellectual.
Transaction problems with commercialization
activities Intellectual assets such as disputes arising
from sale and purchase transactions, exclusive
licenses, transfer of technology not only appear on
transactions (contracts) that are local but also occur on
international business contracts.11 The problem that
often arises is determining the legal system of which
country will be used. This issue is commonly known
as the issue of "the proper law of contract" , namely
the choice of law that should be used in resolving
disputes in the implementation of contracts between
two or more different legal systems. 12
The emergence of IPR as a protector against
creativity and innovation, therefore IPR law also
needs protection, one of which is by including IPR
law into the national legal system, while IPR
considerations need to be protected including:
1. because it is non-economic, that is, for findings
which have no material economic value. But it can
increase self-actualization and can improve
development.
2. economic nature. The findings that produce
material benefits. This method is also used by
inventors to protect their work from plagiarism
against works that have been made.
The Intellectual property in sector industry has
an important role for the development and progress of
a nation. Related to this, through IPR gave birth
to new innovations , high quality, standardized
advanced technology. The more innovations , the
more they show the high level of mastery of science
and technology. With the sake of growing, will further
promote the sec tor industry to penetrate the domestic
market and international.
We find that the IPR consultant profession can
come from various disciplines. This is because of the
responsibilities he must be able to do as a consultant
who handles various fields related to the latest
technology, industry, trade and even the arts.
Therefore, it will be perfect if an IPR consultant can
have a background in the field of Law and also from
other fields such as engineering or other, because
the basic knowledge gained from these disciplines can
support his professionalism as an IPR consultant. Or
an IPR Consultant office can also be strengthened by a
team consisting of people with different and specific
educational backgrounds, in order to optimally serve
the various questions or problems raised by clients/
applicants, as well as to handle specific cases as well
related to inventions (Patents) in the field of
technology.
In the field of patents, when innovators managed
to find a new technology , Consultant IPR can confirm
whether the technology is an invention latest, the
patent registering process, with mendeskrispsikan up
to oversee the entire process until the patent
application is accepted ( patent granted ). The duties
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of the IPC Consultant in the field of patents
include also ensuring the presence or absence of other
parties who will "disrupt" the patent.
In the field of patents, an IPR Consultant must be
able to conduct a " clearance search " so that the
invention is " freedom to operate (FTO)" for a
patent. The intention is to search for or trace violations
against patents issued or pending patent
applications. This FTO is useful to determine whether
a product or process can violate the claim rights of an
issued patent or patent pending application. The FTO
can also search for patent data that has expired or has
become a public domain that allows products or
processes in a patent to be used. FTO must be
followed by a legal opinion ( legal opinion ) as to
whether a given product or process on the patent
infringe one or more claims of the patents that have
been granted ( granted ) or are still in process or
pending applications.
In other IPR fields, for example Trademarks, IPR
Consultants will provide input with one of them
suggesting to do a "search" (search) for the relevant
brand, so that it can be known whether there are
already similar brands for the same class of goods /
services (registered / filing the registrant) beforehand
and being able to oversee the whole process of
registering the mark and maintaining the validity of
the mark and facing objections including when there
is interference from parties who want to abuse the
mark.
The IPR consultant profession, in addition to
being consistent in providing advice on intellectual
property in each field of IPR, ownership principles
and all phases in the application for IPR
registration . An IPR Consultant must be able to
provide an opinion in the form of " IP Opinion " in the
form of giving an opinion regarding the possibility of
success of an intellectual property to be registered,
besides that currently the Professional IPR Consultant
can give an opinion on " IP valuation "13 or the
values of an IPR which are owned by the IPR Owner /
Holder. The assessment includes whether or not an IP
is appropriate, whether for registration, renewal
protection, including the economic value of the IPR
that is still valid.
C. IPR Consultant Professional Participation in
IPR Dispute Resolution
It is not uncommon that disputes that often arise
in the business world stem from various forms of
violations of Intellectual Property Rights. In cases of
IPR violations, including disputes, differences of
opinion from contracts from transactions relating to
IPR to lengthy debates usually result in failure of the
agreement process. In the field of Trademark, the
effort of the brand owner to prevent other parties from
imitating / plagiarizing the trademark is one of the
considerations of business in which efforts to make
large and reputable the brand has required time, effort
and money and, no less important, a good reputation
and trust from consumers where the imitation brand
has been associated with a brand that has been used by
the company by consumers.
Below is a table of disputes and violations on IPR:
Field of Abuse Information
Violation
Copyright
· Copyright infringement in the
form of quoting, tracing,
recording and announcing the
work of others without the
author's permission or not
mentioning the source of the
creator.
· Commercializing photocopy
of the work of others is
prohibited, as well as a
violation count.
· Piracy of videos or music
without author's permission is
also a form of violation.
Brand Violation
Violation of the good brand
brand of goods / services. It is
said to violate the brand area if it
has brand equality, either partly
or wholly with other brands is
considered a violation.
Patent Infringement
Patent infringement based on
criminal acts is divided into two
classifications.
1. Product patents, violations in
the form of importing,
selling, handing, renting and
using for commercial use
without permission.
2. Process patents, emphasizing
the production process which




Violations of industrial design
are divided into three, as follows:
1. Violation of the use of
industrial designs belonging
to others without permission
2. Designing other people's
industrial property without
permission
3. Selling industrial designs
without the owner's consent
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Breach of Trade
Secrets
It is said to violate trade secrets
if it is known to intentionally
reveal agreements (either
express or implied) that protect




Generally the commercial use of
Trademarks (of registered /
unregistered trademarks)
- Use of products of comparable
quality to products protected
without rights
- Get a profit on the reputation
and use of the product
- Misleading the public
regarding the origin of the
product





Impersonation or misuse can
mislead the public regarding the
origin and quality contained in:
- Product packaging /
packaging
- Information on advertisements
/ promotions
- Remarks in the document
- Information about the origin of
the product
To create an effective dispute resolution
processes, including IPR disputes, a prerequisites that
must be met is that both parties must pay attention to
or uphold the right to hear and the right to be heard.
With these prerequisites the process of dialogue and
the search for a common ground (commond
ground) that will be the stage of a new dispute
resolution process can proceed. If the dispute
resolution does not proceed in the true
sense. According to Erman Rajaguguk , basically
businessmen preferred to resolve disputes arising
between them through a court settlement (out of court
settlement ). 14
Based on the reasons above, it should be clear
that efforts to settle disputes outside the court must
also be a concern for IPR Consultants when disputes
arise in connection with an area of intellectual
property rights that is being handled. In several laws
concerning IPR it has been accommodated that the
Parties can settle civil disputes through dispute
resolution outside the court. IPR owners often deal
with complex contractual relationships that involve
the parties in different forms of cooperation in
research and development, production or marketing of
IPR.
Problems related to IPR touch various aspects
such as economic, technological, industrial, socio-
cultural aspects, and so on. But the most important
aspect is the legal aspect/legal protection. Laws should
be able to provide peli n dams for intellectual works
so that communities are able to develop the power of
creation that eventually led to the success of the
objectives of protection of IPR. That efforts to settle
disputes outside the court must also be a concern for
IPR Consultants when disputes arise in connection
with an area of intellectual property rights that is being
handled. Therefore, it is important to consider forming
an institution that specifically handles dispute
resolution in the field of intellectual property rights on
the grounds that all laws in the field of intellectual
property rights open up opportunities to resolve
disputes in the field of intellectual property rights
through arbitration or alternative dispute resolution.15
Arbitration is a way to settle a civil dispute
outside the general court based on an arbitration
agreement made in writing by the parties to the
dispute. 16 Whereas the definition of Alternative
Dispute Resolution is a dispute resolution agency or
dissent through a procedure agreed by the parties,
namely settlement outside the court by means of
consultation, negotiation, mediation, conciliation, or
expert judgment.17 In practice, judges in general
courts who adjudicate cases involving disputes in the
field of intellectual property rights lack material
control over the disputed intellectual property rights
field, so in making decisions they tend not to consider
the disputed substance, however only alludes to the
issue of formality of the dispute.
Based on the reasons above, it should be clear
that efforts to settle disputes outside the court must
also be a concern for IPR Consultants when disputes
arise in connection with an area of intellectual
property rights that is being handled. D ibentuk of the
Board of Arbitration and Mediation of Intellectual
Property Rights 18 (BAMHKI) is included in order
to realize the ideals of the law and assist in the
implementation of protection and law enforcement in
the field of IPR, on April 21, 2011 domiciled in
Jakarta that provides adjudicative IPR dispute
settlement services, namely Arbitration and non-
Adjudicative, such as mediation, negotiation and
conciliation for disputes arising from commercial
transactions or disputes relating to or involving the
field of IPR, including dispute resolution of
infringement of IPR which must be resolved by the
Parties in litigation before criminal lawsuits / remedies
are made against Copyright infringement as referred to
Article 95 paragraph (4) of Law no. 28 of 2014
concerning Copyright and Patent Infringement as
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referred to in Article 154 of Law No. 13 of 2016
concerning Patents.
D. Binding Strength of ADR and ODR
Development
There are 3 main factors that influence the
dispute resolution process, viz : 19
1. interest (interest) ;
2. rights ( rights) , and
3. power status .
So it is highly recommended if in finding a way
out if there is a dispute for the commercialization of
intellectual asset transactions, for example
an exclusive license contract in the field of film, music
(entertainment industry) or arrangement patterns of
protection of well-known marks in a particular
business system for example (Franchising &
Licensing), the parties to the dispute want their
interests to be achieved, their rights fulfilled, and their
powers demonstrated, utilized, and defended. In the
process of dispute resolution, the parties to the dispute
will usually insist on maintaining the three factors
mentioned above.20
If you see a little development of Alternative
Dispute Resolution or its popular abbreviation is ADR
in the country where it was first developed (the United
States), the development of ADR is motivated by the
following needs.21
1. Reduce traffic jams in court. The number of cases
filed with the court results in lengthy court
proceedings, which are expensive and often
produce unsatisfactory results.
2. Improve public order in the dispute resolution
process.
3. Streamlining as well as expanding access to the
court.
4. Provide opportunities for the achievement of
dispute resolution that results in decisions that are
acceptable to all parties and satisfying.
The strength of binding (binding competence)
of alternative dispute resolution/ADR same as if the
selection of the right disputing choose arbitration
(arbitration as an institution already known
beforehand). If the Parties choose to settle disputes
through the ADR mechanism for example mediation,
the choice of the Parties has binding power both as a
law between the Parties (pacta sunt servanda
principle) or based on civil court
procedure settlement procedures . This binding force
can be applied in the online dispute resolution (ODR)
institutionalization. This binding force means setting
aside the Judicial institution when the Parties do not
choose ADR (Mediation) to resolve the dispute. This
principle of binding force is expected to have an
impact on the development of dispute resolution,
namely the participation (participation) of the
community to resolve their own dispute.22 However,
the benefits of the establishment of the institutions of
Arbitration and Mediation of IPRs that , leaving the
most important factor, which still needs to be certainty
for businesses seeking justice, especially amid the
development of disru p of the industry, including:
- Dispute resolution mechanisms, including: binding
opinions, arbitration or alternative dispute
resolution.
- arbitration proceedings, sole arbitrator / arbitral
tribunal.
- The proceedings, fees and rewards
- The procedure for application includes: the
following matters:
(i) Agreement by the parties to settle a dispute or
difference of opinion (binding opinion,
arbitration or alternative dispute
resolution);
(ii) Detailed explanation of disputes or
differences of opinion between the
parties;
(iii) other relevant agreements and / or documents
submitted by each party;
(iv) Proposed names of mediators for alternative
dispute resolution processes, proposed abiter
names for arbitration proceedings, or
opinions desired by each party to the dispute
or dissent;
(v) List of names of prospective witnesses and /
or expert witnesses to be submitted during the
arbitration process;
(vi) Claims / claims for compensation with
details, if the dispute is resolved through
arbitration;
(vii) A firm statement that all parties will be
bound by and will implement all provisions
in the binding opinion given by the
institution, if the dispute is resolved through
the binding opinion of the institution;
(viii) A firm statement that the parties will be
bound, subject to and implement any and all
provisions in the agreement reached in
dispute resolution through alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms;
(ix) The applicant's firm statement that the
applicant will be bound and subject to and
implement the award of a single arbitrator
or arbitral tribunal and will not submit
resistance and / or other legal remedies
for the same dispute in court; and
(x) Information on the payment and/or
compensation of experts, mediators or
arbitrators based on the regulations of this
institution.
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With the establishment of the Arbitration and
Mediation Board of Intellectual Property
Rights ( BAMHKI ), it is expected that the public
and/or business actors will have alternatives to seek
justice, active participation in dispute resolution other
than Out of Court Settlement in seeking justice and
legal certainty over dispute resolution. related to
IPR. Up to now, many parties are still skeptical about
the Indonesian arbitration process in view of the
problems in the Indonesian court .23 There is no
guarantee that an arbitration award (specifically
international arbitration ) will be carried out in
Indonesia.24 However Indonesian courts are seen as
inefficient, and unreliable, disputing parties tend to
settle through foreign arbitration, even though one of
the parties is Indonesian, for example , many of whom
chose Singapore.25 In the past year there has been an
increase in investment focus in Asia with a
phenomenal surge in the number of foreign investors
in the region. Thus, it has become imperative that
countries develop their arbitration system to pave the
way for the climate effort, cooperation, investment,
stable and healthy.26 In ASEAN countries it has
responded effectively to such requests with
business actors, the majority of which have shown
growth, coupled with significant efforts to renew
and develop the arbitration system . Development in
Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia, and the
increasing acceptance of checks and the completion of
the arbitration in ASEAN, along with it can have an
impact on the harmonization of the law of
arbitration in Indonesia today.27
This weakness and an opportunity to design a
system to prevent and resolve problems and disputes
dispute diberbag ai fields including disputes IPR use
technology as part of the dispute resolution system, by
putting the technology give efektitas and or
efficient, as mentioned by Orna Rabinovich-Einy &
Ethan Katsh , quoted namely:
" Opportunities are now present for
designing powerful systems to both prevent and
resolve problems and disputes. Thus far, where
technology has been embraced, it has most
often been viewed as a convenience or efficiency
enhancer. These goals are adequately
capture the current state of penetration of digital
technology in the dispute resolution field. They
do not, however, reflect the future direction that
online dispute resolution (ODR) and online
dispute prevention to ols and systems.28
Disrup the new technologies are not only
changing the way we do things, but by changing the
way we think about what we do, about what needs to
be done and what can be done, including in the
process of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) with a
more efficient approach than what happens in court ,
including in terms of certainty of process, time , and
effectiveness. It became clear that on-line dispute
resolution / ODR is not only a more efficient process
than ADR., As stated by Hensler , namely:
" ADR brought with it a new mindset, and so will
ODR. ADR involved not only new tools and
techniques but different assumptions, principles
and values, and so will ODR. Today, the logic of
the field of dispute resolution largely remains as
it was in the last quarter of the twentieth
century. That is inevitably going to change as
access barriers are reduced, effectiveness is
increased, machines become more intelligent,
software becomes more powerful and some
components and beliefs of the ADR field are
challenged ”.29
ODR began its existence as ADR Online and was
intended to be equivalent to the network of offline
dispute resolution processes, such as negotiation,
mediation, and arbitration. ODR tries to imitate
the traditional process but from a distance, with the
first experiment in ODR using professional mediators
who use the network instead of meeting face to face
but using the skills they have developed and used
offline. While advances in information technology
will innovate by providing the ability to communicate
information and process information , as also
mentioned according to Bower & Christensen,
namely :
" While information technologies are typically
innovated by providing new capabilities for both
communicating information and processing
information, the initial ODR experiments
emphasized the former more than the latter. In
general, therefore, while the tools were novel, the
model was not. Communication is an element in
every dispute resolution process, and new
capabilities for communicating and managing the
flow of information were viewed by the traditional
ADR community as, at best, a necessary add-on
where face-to-face meetings were not possible. In
that guise, it was not a change agent in any kind of
fundamental way.30
So it would be very good if an IPR consultant
could have a background in the field of Law and also
from other fields such as engineering or other, because
the basic knowledge gained from these disciplines
could support his professionalism as an IPR
consultant, or could also be an IPR Consultant office
strengthened by a team consisting of people who have
different and specific educational backgrounds, so that
they can optimally serve various questions or
questions raised by clients/applicants, as well as to
handle specific cases related to the invention (Patents)
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in technology sector. In turn, if there are disputes
relating to applications in the field of IPR which are
being handled by IPR Consultants including Dispute
Settlement through arbitration or alternative dispute
resolution, it opens up opportunities for IPR
Consultants who are not professionals as well as
advocates to remain able to represent / assist their
service users in resolving their dispute, with due
observance of the applicable provisions in connection
with the matter in each institution conducting
arbitration and / or alternative dispute resolution . In
several laws in the field of intellectual property rights
in this case concerning Trade Secrets, regarding
Disputes that occur when there are parties who
intentionally and without rights: (i) use trade secrets
belonging to other parties; (ii) grant licenses to third
parties to use trade secrets belonging to other
parties; or (iii) disclose another party's trade secrets to
third parties for commercial interests.31
E. Closing
This article was created as information as well
as to raise awareness of the parties involved or
directly involved in a business or industry, that it is
time to start involving the role of IPR Consultants in
a dispute resolution in the era of disruption . The IPR
consultant plays a role not only for the entire IPR
registration process, including guarding all IPR
assets available, including to guard against any
possibility of interference from other
parties. With the Intellectual Property Arbitration
and Mediation Board (BAMHKI) it is expected that
the public and/or business actors will have
alternatives to seek justice, active participation in
dispute resolution other than Out of
Court Settlement in seeking justice and legal
certainty towards settlement disputes relating to IPR,
but otherwise m engenai whether the
agency alternative dispute resolution ( ADR ) -
Online dispute resolution (ODR ) IPR will be able
to gain the trust parties to the dispute to deal with the
settlement of disputes in the field of IPR between the
parties , it depends on the socialization carried out by
the agency and the performance shown by the agency
when handling the dispute resolution of the
parties. Certainty for the community/public
against BAMHKI in providing services: Arbitration
( Arbitration ), Mediation ( Mediation ), Negotiation
( Negotiation ), Conciliation ( Conciliation )
including, Expert Assessment IPR ( IP Expert
Determination ). Specialized Arbitrators and / or
Mediators in BAM HKI are those who have mastery
and experience in the field of Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) and have full authority that cannot be
intervened by any Party when carrying out the
Mediation process or Arbitration proceedings,
therefore the Arbitrator / Mediator is not only
certified but also capable / experienced as an
Arbitrator and Mediator who can be chosen by the
Parties to the dispute to be able to accept, examine,
resolve and / or decide upon disputes submitted or
given authority.
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